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Background: Penehyclidine hydrochloride (PHC) is an anticholinergic drug manufactured in China. It is used widely in clinics as a reversal agent in cases of organic phosphorus poisoning and as a preanesthetic medication. Compared with other anticholinergic agents, PHC confers substantial advantages. Here, in this review, we focus on its important clinical effects for organic phosphorus poisoning, preanesthetic medication, and the protective effects on certain visceral organs.

Materials and methods: Our bibliographic sources include the PubMed and China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) databases, updated in March 2018. To assess the data in detail, we used the search terms “penehyclidine hydrochloride,” “preanesthetic medication,” and “organic phosphorus.” Papers were restricted to those published in the English and Chinese languages, and to “paper” and “review” as the document type.

Results: PHC can effectively antagonize the symptoms of central and peripheral poisoning caused by organophosphorus poisoning. As a preanesthetic medication, it can not only effectively reduce mucus secretion and vascular infiltration but can also relax airway smooth muscles, dilate bronchioles in pulmonary conditions such as bronchiectasis, and increase pulmonary dynamic compliance. It can also prevent reflexive actions of the vagus nerve caused by excessive acetylcholine release such as abnormal airway contraction. Furthermore, it can strengthen sedation, bidirectionally regulate heart rate, and effectively inhibit respiratory secretions. In recent studies, PHC was shown to also have protective effects on various organs, such as the heart, lungs, brain, kidneys, intestines, and liver.

Conclusion: PHC has beneficial pharmacological properties used in the treatment of organophosphorus poisoning and as a preanesthetic medication for its few side effects. It also has protective effects on multiple organs, suggesting that PHC has extensive clinical application value which is worth further research. This review should be of help to those intending to research these topics further.
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Introduction

Penehyclidine hydrochloride (PHC) (Figure 1) or 3-(2’-phenyl-2’-cyclopentyl-2’-hydroxyethyl-ethoxy) quinuclidine is a new anticholinergic drug from scopolamine developed by the Chinese Academy of Military Sciences that binds to both M and N cholinergic receptors. The molecular formula of PHC is C₂₉H₃₂NO₂·HCl, and the formula weight is 351.92. Because it can pass through the blood–brain barrier, PHC has potent peripheral and central anticholinergic effects.¹

Currently, PHC is widely used in clinics in China as a reversal agent in cases of organophosphorus poisoning and before surgical operations. Basic and clinical
studies performed in our laboratory and at other institutions show that the main advantage of PHC is that it has no muscarinic 2 receptor-associated cardiovascular side effects that increase the heart rate. PHC can selectively act on muscarinic 1, 3, and nicotine receptors, as shown in Table 1. Compared with atropine, scopolamine, and other anticholinergic drugs, PHC has a great advantage in pharmacology, as shown in Table 2. It can also inhibit lipid peroxidation, attenuate the release of lysosomes, and depress microvascular permeability. Furthermore, PHC has a significant protective effect on various organs, such as the heart, lungs, and brain through antioxidant, antiapoptotic, and anti-inflammatory properties. It also plays an important role in the treatment of septic shock. Here, we present an in-depth survey of the available scientific information on the potential clinical roles of PHC. Because our aim was to identify state of the art information, our literature search was restricted to research on PHC.

Materials and methods
Two investigators (Yaguang Wang and Yafen Gao) reviewed publications based on their titles and abstracts. The flowchart of the search is shown in Figure 2. Exclusion criteria: 1) Duplicate report. 2) There are defects in research and design or poor quality of the paper. 3) Incomplete data or unclear outcome. 4) Incorrect statistical method and cannot be corrected. The metrology data cannot provide the mean and SD.

Results and discussion
Pharmacokinetics of PHC
After intramuscular injection of 1 mg of PHC in healthy adults, it can be detected in the blood after 2 minutes. The peak blood concentration time is ~34 minutes, and the peak concentration is ~13.20 µg/L. Animal experiments show that after intramuscular injection, PHC is widely distributed in the tissues of the whole body. Submandibular glands were found to have the highest concentration, followed by the lungs, spleen, intestines, heart, kidneys, and muscles. PHC is mainly excreted by urine and feces. The total 24-hour excretion is 94.17% of the dosage. Dizziness, retention of urine, delirium, and high body temperature can occur in large doses in adults. However, after withdrawal, the symptoms abate spontaneously, as shown in Table 3. A brief description of the studies included in the review, pharmacological actions evaluated in the studies, and the overall results are shown in Table 4.

Acute organophosphorus pesticide poisoning is a common critical illness in emergency departments. How can we improve the cure rate of this severe poisoning and reduce mortality associated with organophosphate poisoning? The traditional treatment method is mainly to use chlorodipine and atropine together.

Patients’ sensitivity to atropine can differ. The therapeutic dose of atropine treatment is very close to the poisonous dose. In clinical practice, it is generally difficult for doctors to accurately master the usage and dosage of atropine and it is easy to under or overdose. In addition, atropine only works well against peripheral M cholinergic receptors; while its central anticholinergic effect is very limited. Thus, atropine cannot antagonize and alleviate the central cholinergic and N cholinergic receptors involved in organophosphate poisoning. The causes of death and deadly complications of poisoned patients are often related to the central toxicity of organophosphate. In addition, atropine has significant cardiovascular and other side effects. In cases of severe organophosphate poisoning in elderly patients and patients with underlying diseases, serious deadly complications can arise by using atropine.

In these populations, it is beneficial that PHC has no muscarinic 2 receptor-associated cardiovascular side effects. By using PHC instead of atropine, clinicians can avoid unwanted increases in the heart rate. Therefore, the traditional
patient monitoring standard of “atropinization” for observation of curative effects needs to be adjusted. Clinically, the anticholinergic effects of PHC are often judged through symptoms such as dry mouth, xerosis cutis, diminished or dissipated pulmonary rales, and diminished or disappeared sweating.\textsuperscript{10}

For rapid absorption of PHC in the body, an intramuscular injection of the appropriate dose can quickly achieve similar

---

**Table 2 The comparison between the advantages and disadvantages of PHC with previous anticholinergic drugs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Half-life period</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHC</td>
<td>10.35 hours</td>
<td>It has strong, comprehensive central and peripheral anticholine action, persistent inhibition of glandular secretion, strong anticholine effect, and central sedation and protection of heart rate, bidirectional regulation mechanism, small side effects, improved microcirculation, and multi-organ protection</td>
<td>The dosage is often accompanied by dry mouth, red face, and dry skin. If dosage is too large, it can lead to dizziness, urine retention, delirium, rise in body temperature, and so on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atropine</td>
<td>3.7–4.3 hours</td>
<td>Relieving spasm of smooth muscles, relieving vasospasm of small vessels, improving microcirculation, inhibiting glandular secretion, relieving the inhibition of vagus nerve on the heart, and exciting the respiratory center</td>
<td>It has no obvious effect on skeletal muscle tremor caused by organophosphorus poisoning, and should not be used in patients with bronchial asthma. Infants and children are very sensitive to its toxic reactions. It has the danger of sudden rise of body temperature due to the blocking of sweat glands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ranunculum</td>
<td>40 minutes</td>
<td>Long-term application has no accumulative effect, low toxicity, and no damage to liver and kidney parenchyma organs</td>
<td>The inhibition of salivary glands and pupillary dilation is weak and cannot pass through the blood–brain barrier, and the central role is weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scopolamine</td>
<td>1.35 hours</td>
<td>The peripheral effect is strong, can selectively relieve gastrointestinal tract, biliary tract, urinary tract smooth muscle spasms, improve microcirculation, stimulate the respiratory center, dilate the bronchus, and reduce respiratory tract secretion</td>
<td>Strong mydriasis, inhibition of glandular secretion and cerebral cortex, high toxicity, drug overdose can cause delirium, agitation, even convulsion, respiratory failure, and even death</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: PHC, penehyclidine hydrochloride.

---

**Figure 2** Flow diagram for studies included in this review.

Abbreviation: CNKI, China National Knowledge Infrastructure.
Mechanism of action

As a potentially promising candidate agent, it promotes the Nrf2/HO-1 pathway, alleviates oxidative stress, reduces inflammation, and inhibits the TLR4 pathway and upregulates the expression of Bcl-2 and caspase-3. It inhibits inflammatory responses mediated by inhibition of mitogen-activation protein kinase (MAPK) and nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-κB) signaling pathways to inhibit inflammatory pathways such as p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)/NF-κB signaling pathways to inhibit inflammatory response.

Therapeutic effects

It relieves symptoms like flushing and drying, and reduces peripheral vascular resistance, improves microcirculation, and increases tissue perfusion. It has a central sedative effect and a protective effect against cardiovascular and respiratory stress response.

Side effects

It has a certain central sedative effect and a protective effect against cardiovascular and respiratory stress response. However, it may cause blurred vision and vertigo, delirium, hallucination, disorientation, and coma with severe use.

Because PHC will suppress symptoms by restoring the activity of cholinesterase without treating the condition, it is important to use it with caution and consult with medical staff to prevent adverse effects.

Note: Application of PHC in the treatment of organophosphorus pesticide poisoning.

**Abbreviations:** AKI, acute kidney injury; ALI, acute lung injury; Bax, BCL (B Cell Lymphoma)-Associated X; Bcl-2, B-cell lymphoma-2; i/R, ischemia/reperfusion; MAPK, mitogen-activation protein kinase; MitoKATP, mitochondrial ATP-dependent K+ channel; mPTP, mitochondrial permeability transition pore; NF-κB, nuclear transcription factor kappa-B; PHC, penehyclidine hydrochloride; vDAC1, voltage-dependent anion channel 1; TLR4, toll-like receptor-4; RM, rhabdomyolysis.

---

**Table 3** The side effects associated with PHC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical organ</th>
<th>Dosage</th>
<th>Side effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Therapeutic</td>
<td>Flushing and drying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salivary gland</td>
<td>Therapeutic</td>
<td>Dry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchial gland</td>
<td>Therapeutic</td>
<td>Inhibition of glandular secretion (careful use of severe respiratory tract infections with low sputum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Inhibition of glandular secretion (careful use of severe respiratory tract infections with low sputum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Blurred vision (not allowed for glaucoma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary system</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Fervescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous system</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Urinary retention (careful use of prostatic hypertrophy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vertigo, delirium, hallucination, disorientation, and coma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** PHC, penehyclidine hydrochloride.

---

**Table 4** The brief description of the studies included in the review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Mechanism of action</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rescue of organophosphorus poisoning</td>
<td>Anti-acetylcholine and nicotinic effects of acetylcholine</td>
<td>Antagonistic symptoms of central and peripheral alkaline-like poisoning, and maintenance of atropinization in late stage of poisoning or aging of cholinesterase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preanesthetic medication</td>
<td>Blocking M₁ and M₃ receptors, and not acting on M₂ receptors</td>
<td>Sedation, inhibition of glandular secretion, inhibition of vagal reflex, and no increase in heart rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>Attenuate TLR</td>
<td>As a potentially promising candidate agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>Inhibition of inflammatory response by inhibition of TLR4 receptor</td>
<td>Improvement of arterial oxygen pressure in patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepsis (mice or rat)</td>
<td>Antioxidants reduce lung vascular endothelial damage and inhibit inflammatory pathways such as p38 MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathways to inhibit inflammatory response</td>
<td>Has a protective effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traumatic lung injury (rat)</td>
<td>Inhibition of the TLR4 pathway and upregulation of the expression of Bcl-2/Bax</td>
<td>Has a protective effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart i/R injury (rat)</td>
<td>Anti-oxidation, anti-inflammation through NF-κB and mitochondria-induced intrinsic pathways, improve the imbalance of mitochondrial dynamics to anti-apoptosis, and VDAC1 is the handle channel</td>
<td>Has a protective effect and exert long-term cardio protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient suffering from respiratory or cardiac arrest</td>
<td>Inhibition of calcium influx and effectively improves cell tolerance to ischemia and hypoxia</td>
<td>Improves cerebral perfusion pressure, reduce cerebral edema, and improve neurological function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral i/R (rat)</td>
<td>Altered the expressions of Bcl-2 and caspase-3, inhibit oxidative stress, open mPTP, glutamate release, excitotoxicity, and N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor 1 expression. The activation of MitoKATP is critical</td>
<td>Protects against i/R injury in the brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central sedation</td>
<td>Block the central M₁ receptor</td>
<td>Has a certain central sedative effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal i/R injury (rat)</td>
<td>Attenuate oxidative stress, the inflammatory response, and apoptosis</td>
<td>Represents a novel practical strategy for the treatment of renal i/R injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM-induced AKI (rat)</td>
<td>Promote the Nrf2/HO-1 pathway, alleviate oxidative stress, and renal cell apoptosis</td>
<td>PHC pretreatment ameliorates RM-induced AKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small intestinal mucosal injury induced by lower limb i/R injury (rat)</td>
<td>Inhibit oxygen free radicals and inflammatory cytokines, improve intestinal microcirculation and depress the stress response</td>
<td>Has a protective effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass</td>
<td>Relieve small vasospasms, reduce peripheral vascular resistance, improve microcirculation, and increase tissue perfusion</td>
<td>Attenuates endotoxemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Septic shock</td>
<td></td>
<td>Has a protective effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
still crucial to use cholinesterase reactivators such as chlorodiphosphate when treating patients with organophosphorus poisoning, especially those who are severely poisoned. The general principle is to give enough of a PHC-load together with anticholinergic drugs, both at an early stage and upon repeat dosing.10

The research by Wenjie et al showed that PHC could be superior to atropine in treating severe organophosphorus poisoning increasing the total cure rate, decreasing the total mortality rate, and decreasing the incidence rate of severe complications.10 This finding was confirmed by Cui et al. In the study of swine, the PHC group showed a mild impairment in pathology, fewer apoptotic cells, and a low impact on cardiac function when compared with the atropine group for dichlorvos-induced acute lung injury (ALI).11 More restrictive recommendations were presented by Yu and Zheng, who suggested the curative effect of PHC sequential to atropine was more significant.12

**Application of PHC before anesthesia**

Preoperative application of anticholinergic drugs can reduce the fear and tension of patients, reduce respiratory secretions, and inhibit the vagus nerve reflex. Atropine is widely used clinically prior to anesthesia, but its main deficiency is that it has no selectivity when acting on M choline receptors, potentially increasing blood pressure and heart rate, and even leading to arrhythmia. The effect of scopolamine on heart rate is lower than atropine, but its inhibition of glandular secretion is also weak.

PHC is a new type of selective anticholinergic drug, which has a powerful and lasting effect on inhibiting glandular secretion, as well as on central sedation and prevention of vagus reflex effects.1 The results showed that the affinity of PHC to the M receptor subtype was obvious; that is, it mainly acted on M1 and M3 subtype receptors but weakly affected M2 subtype receptors.2 Because there is no obvious selectivity for the M2 receptor in the heart and in presynaptic neuron membranes, its effects on heart rate are mainly regulated by central feedback. The clinical manifestation of PHC is that the heart rate is bidirectionally regulated to keep it in a normal physiological state. PHC can not only effectively inhibit respiratory secretions and relieve smooth muscle spasms but also maintains the stability of the cardiovascular system without increasing myocardial oxygen consumption or the stress response.3 Used before surgical operations, PHC enhances the depth of anesthetic sedation and inhibits respiratory secretions effectively for a long time, has a weak effect on body temperature, and has no obvious effect on presynaptic neuron membrane M2 receptors. PHC maintains normal neurotransmitter regulation; thus, urinary retention and intestinal paralysis can be avoided effectively, ensuring rapid postoperative recovery. It can be used as the first choice for the elderly, children, and patients with cardiovascular disease, hyperthyroidism, and fever.

A study by Liu et al demonstrated that 0.5 mg of PHC stabilizes potential fluctuations in the heart rate variability without significantly altering the autonomic nerve modulation of heart rate. PHC at a dose of 1.0 mg may be superior to 0.5 mg PHC in maintaining a stable heart rate, and reduces the incidence of bradycardia; however, the higher dose is less effective at maintaining sympathetic and parasympathetic balance.13 Additionally, a study by Wang et al demonstrated that PHC reduced the incidence of intraoperative awareness in patients undergoing breast cancer surgery during general anesthesia.14

**Application of PHC in respiratory diseases**

ALI and acute respiratory distress syndrome can be caused by internal or external pathogenic factors. Currently, the initial factor in acute pulmonary microcirculation disorders is the release of a large amount of acetylcholine in the body, which causes continual pulmonary microvasoconstrictions. At the same time, the density of cholinergic receptors is upregulated, causing increased tension of vascular and airway smooth muscles, thus increasing airway resistance and decreasing airway responsiveness.

There are 5 M-type receptors in human lung tissue: M1, M2, M3, M4, and M5. Currently, strong evidence for a functional role only exists for M1, M2, and M3 receptors.15 M3 receptors are distributed on the postsynaptic membranes of parasympathetic ganglia. Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) causes the M3 receptor to promote cholinergic neurotransmission, thus inducing bronchoconstriction.15,16 M2 receptors are distributed in parasympathetic postganglionic nerve endings. These neuronal M2 receptors are activated by acetylcholine to inhibit further acetylcholine release in a feedback mechanism that limits vagally induced bronchoconstriction and mucus secretion in healthy animals and humans.15,17 M2 receptors are mainly distributed in respiratory smooth muscles, submucosal glands, and other effector organs, which can mediate bronchoconstriction and cause submucosal glands to secrete mucus. M3 receptors are responsible for both vagal and exogenous acetylcholine-induced mucin secretions.15,18,19

Most lung tissues express more than one muscarinic receptor subtype, but the function of one muscarinic subtype is often dominant. Where the functions of additional muscarinic receptor subtypes are known, they either inhibit or supplement the dominant receptor’s function.20
The application of PHC can effectively antagonize cholinergic effects, relieve pulmonary microvasospasms, reduce glandular secretions, relieve bronchial smooth muscle spasms, relieve airway resistance and increase respiratory flow via anticholinergic effects.

The results of basic and clinical studies suggest that PHC is effective in the prevention and treatment of ALI of various causes. Xiao et al investigated PHC as a potentially promising candidate agent in the treatment of COPD in the future because of its ability to attenuate toll-like receptors.\(^\text{21}\) This finding was confirmed by Li et al, based on a study in patients with ALI, which found that PHC improves arterial oxygen pressure and restrainsthe inflammatory cytokines downstream of the TLR4 signaling pathway, as shown in Figure 3.\(^\text{22}\) PHC can also have protective effects in traumatic lung injury via the inhibition of the TLR4 pathway. Moreover the effects of PHC on regulating the expressions of BCL (B Cell Lymphoma)-Associated X (Bax) and B-cell lymphoma-2 (Bcl-2) may play an important role in the inhibition of apoptosis in lung tissue cells.\(^\text{23,24}\)

PHC has a great advantage in the treatment of sepsis regardless of being induced by cecal ligation and puncture or lipopolysaccharide.\(^\text{4,25}\) The possible mechanisms are anti-oxidation by attenuating ROS injury, upregulating β-arrestin-1 expression against pulmonary microvascular endothelial cell injury,\(^\text{26}\) and anti-inflammation through the inhibition of NF-κB activation via inhibition of the p38 mitogen-activation protein kinase (MAPK) and ERK signaling pathways (Figure 3). The findings by Wu et al indicated that different doses of PHC, especially, a medium dose could prevent LPS-induced ALI in rats. The protection of pharmacologic post-conditioning with PHC is limited by a “ceiling effect”.\(^\text{27}\) Both VNS and treatment with acetylcholine or pseudocholinesterase are capable of suppressing LPS-induced systemic inflammatory response syndrome, as well decreasing release of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, and IL-6, and has been termed as “cholinergic anti-inflammatory pathway”.\(^\text{28}\) Therefore, Wang et al hypothesized that PHC, an anticholinergic drug similar to atropine, suppresses the cholinergic anti-inflammatory pathway and abolishes pulmonary protective effects at higher concentrations. Future studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis.\(^\text{29}\)

Animal and clinical trials have shown that PHC has protective effects on ALI caused from various causes due to its anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidation and anti-apoptosis effects. Unfortunately, there is no study on the role of PHC in ischemia-reperfusion injuries in humans.

**Figure 3** The mechanism of antiapoptotic effects of PHC in ALI.

**Abbreviations:** ALI, acute lung injury; IL, interleukin; INF, interferon; IP-10, interferon-gamma inducible protein 10; Mal, MyD88-adapter-like; MAPKs, mitogen-activation protein kinases; MyD88, myeloid differentiation factor 88; NF-κB, nuclear transcription factor kappa-B; PHC, penehyclidine hydrochloride; TLR-4, toll-like receptor 4; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; TRIF, TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β.
The protective effects of PHC on heart ischemia-reperfusion

At present, myocardial ischemia-reperfusion studies with PHC are in basic animal research, investigating anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptosis mechanisms, especially, through mitochondria-induced intrinsic pathways (Figure 4) to alleviate myocardial ischemia-reperfusion injuries. The clinical application of myocardial protection drugs in the future has great potential and needs further study.

The anti-oxidation property of PHC in heart ischemia-reperfusion has been demonstrated through reducing total NO levels, ROS production, and Malondialdehyde (MDA) content by Lin et al. The results were confirmed by Tan et al, who also suggested PHC protects cardiomyocytes by ameliorating Ca\(^{2+}\) overload.

PHC significantly reduces the release of inflammatory mediators such as TNF-\(\alpha\), IL-1\(\beta\), IL-6, PGE\(_2\), and COX-2 in vitro through the inhibition of nuclear transcription factor kappa-B (NF-\(\kappa\)B), and the activation of inhibitor of NF-\(\kappa\)B (I\(\kappa\)B-\(\alpha\)). The inhibition of the NF-\(\kappa\)B-regulated inflammatory response pathway is the probable anti-inflammatory mechanism of PHC. Moreover, PHC also exerted long-term cardio-protection in a rat model of I/R injury.

The modulation of the mitochondrial apoptosis pathway is critical for the anti-apoptosis effect of PHC. Its antiapoptotic mechanism consists of suppression of Bax expression, activation of Bcl-2, promotion of the recovery of mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization, and inhibition of voltage-dependent anion channel 1 (VDAC1), cytosol cytochrome c (cyt-c), and cleaved caspase-3 in myocardial I/R. This finding was confirmed by Lin et al, based on a study in H9c2 cells after anoxia/reoxygenation (A/R). Additionally, VDAC1 may be a bona fide target of PHC for protection against myocardial I/R injury.

PHC preconditioning can also improve the imbalance of mitochondrial dynamics to alleviate the cellular apoptotic rate. A study by Yang et al demonstrated that PHC protected the myocardium from I/R injury by improving mitochondrial dynamics and apoptosis through inhibition of dynamin-related peptide1 expression and promoting the expression of mitofusins1 and 2.

The protective effects of PHC on cerebral ischemia/reperfusion (CI/R)

CI/R leads to disability and death worldwide. CI/R injury is related to oxygen free radical formation, calcium overload,

Figure 4 The mechanism of antiapoptotic effect of PHC in heart I/R injury.
Abbreviations: Bax, BCL (B Cell Lymphoma)-Associated X; Bcl-2, B-cell lymphoma-2; Casp-3, caspase-3; Casp-9, caspase-9; cyt-c, cytosol cytochrome c; Drp1, dynamin-related peptide1; I/R, ischemia/reperfusion; MOMP, mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization; PHC, penehyclidine hydrochloride; VDAC1, voltage-dependent anion channel 1; BAD, Bcl-2/Bcl-X(L)-antagonist, causing cell death; Apaf1, Apoptotic protease activating factor 1.
neutrophil infiltration, and endothelial cell damage. The anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidation, and anti-apoptotic effects of PHC on CI/R injury are similar to the mechanisms in lung and heart. However, there are also some interesting new findings.

N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors are ligand-gated Ca\(^{2+}\) channels and are highly permeable to Ca\(^{2+}\), which plays an essential role in excitotoxicity. Excessive intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) can activate phospholipase A, and biofilm phospholipid degradation can generate arachidonic acid, prostaglandins, thromboxanes, and leukotrienes, resulting in an inflammatory reaction and the generation of oxygen free radicals causing cell damage. A study by Yu and Wang demonstrated PHC protected hippocampal neurons from injury by inhibiting excitotoxicity and N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor overexpression following focal CI/R injury.\(^{34}\)

This finding was confirmed by Shang et al, who suggested that the protective mechanisms of PHC are involved in inhibiting glutamate release and N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor 1 expression.\(^{35}\) MAPKs are important signaling components that link extracellular stimuli to a multitude of intracellular responses that affect cell growth, differentiation, survival, and metabolic regulation. Three major MAPK classes have been reported: ERK1/2, p38 MAPK, and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK); and their activation plays a central role in stress-induced apoptosis. Cerebral I/R injury induced a significant increase in the expression of phosphorylated-JNK (p-JNK), phosphorylated-p38MAPK (p-p38MAPK), and phosphorylated-c-Jun (p-c-Jun), which were downregulated by PHC treatment, suggesting that the neuroprotective effect of PHC is mediated by JNK/p38 MAPK signaling pathway inhibition.\(^{36}\)

Mitochondrial ATP-dependent K+ channel (MitoKATP) was found to inhibit the opening of mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) and thus suppress mitochondrial dysfunction. Moreover, MitoKATP could regulate redox balance and attenuate the generation of ROS and oxidative damages. A study by Shu et al also demonstrated that the activation of MitoKATP was critical for PHC post-conditioning-exerted effect on redox status, mPTP opening, apoptosis, inflammation, brain infarction and edema, and deficit of neurological function in CI/R rats (Figure 5).\(^{37}\)

As for the application of PHC in clinics, Wang et al found that administration of PHC to patients undergoing cardiopulmonary resuscitation can effectively improve cerebral perfusion pressure, lower intracranial pressure, reduce cerebral edema and inflammation, and eventually improve neurological functions.\(^{38}\) The mechanism is complex and not only involves inhibition of calcium influx but also effectively improves cell tolerance to ischemia and hypoxia, maintain lysosomal and mitochondrial activity, and reduces the level of arachidonic acid in the body. Moreover, PHC can effectively penetrate the blood–brain barrier, has anticholinergic effects on the central nervous system, and effectively inhibits NF-κB protein activity.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 5** Mechanism of neuroprotective effect of PHC post-conditioning against I/R injury. **Abbreviations:** CI/R, cerebral ischemia/reperfusion; MitoKATP, mitochondrial ATP-dependent K+ channel; mPTP, mitochondrial permeability transition pore; PHC, penehyclidine hydrochloride.
Application of PHC in renal protection
Renal I/R injury is a major cause of acute kidney failure via mechanisms that involve oxidative stress, inflammation, and apoptosis. A study by Wang et al showed that PHC treatment significantly attenuated renal dysfunction and histologic damage caused by I/R injury. PHC protected rat kidneys from I/R injury by attenuating oxidative stress, inflammatory response, and apoptosis. These mechanisms are similar with the abovementioned mechanisms.

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is one of the most severe complications of rhabdomyolysis (RM). Nrf2 is a master transcriptional regulator of the basal and inducible expressions of a battery of defensive genes encoding detoxifying enzymes and antioxidant proteins, including HO-1. A study by Zhao et al showed that PHC pretreatment ameliorated RM-induced AKI by promoting the Nrf2/HO-1 pathway in renal tissues, thus decreasing the accumulation of myoglobin in the kidney and alleviating oxidative stress. They also found that PHC pretreatment decreased the renal cell apoptosis rate by inhibiting endoplasmic reticulum stress and down-regulating glucose-regulated protein 78 and caspase-12 expression in renal tissues in rats.

Application of PHC in gastrointestinal diseases and intestinal mucosa
There are many cholinergic receptors in the glands and smooth muscles of the digestive tract. PHC inhibits gastric acid secretion by blocking M receptors. PHC can also relieve gastrointestinal smooth muscle spasms, so it can be used in the treatment of gastrointestinal colic, biliary colic, and renal colic.

Limb ischemia-reperfusion (LIR) injury can not only lead to damage of the limb itself and other organs such as the heart, lungs, brain, and small intestines, but may also further trigger a systemic inflammatory response and multiple organ dysfunctions mainly induced by intestinal dysfunction and structural damage. A study by Zhang et al found that PHC post-conditioning can improve small intestinal mucosal injury induced by lower LIR. It may also reduce the permeability of the small intestines after LIR. Its protection mechanisms may be related to inhibiting oxygen free radicals and inflammatory cytokines in organ damage.

In a clinical study by Sun et al on patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass, they found that PHC preserves intestinal barrier function integrity, attenuates endotoxemia, and inhibits the systemic inflammatory response in patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass, possibly by improving intestinal microcirculation and depressing the stress response.

Application of PHC in septic shock
The essence of shock is insufficient in microcirculation perfusion, ischemia, and anoxia in the metabolism of tissue cells. Septic shock is a typical type of distributed shock. Its clinical features are 1) infective foci, 2) hypotension, and 3) a systemic inflammatory response.

In addition to conventional volume resuscitation and active anti-infection, the use of vasoactive drugs is also an important treatment measures for septic shock. Anisodamine, a classical anticholinergic drug used in septic shock, can dilate the arterioles and microvasculature, improve microcirculation, protect cell membranes and subcellular structure membranes, increase tolerance to hypoxia, and reduce the mortality of septic shock. However, because anisodamine has no selectivity to M receptors, it may cause arrhythmias in situations of severe hypoxia or a very fast heart rate.

PHC does not accelerate heart rate, nor does it inhibit intestinal peristalsis. It is thus significantly superior to anisodamine in the treatment of septic shock. A large dose of PHC directly acts on vascular smooth muscles, relieves small vasospasms, reduces peripheral vascular resistance, improves microcirculation, and increases tissue perfusion. PHC can improve the tolerance of cells to ischemia and hypoxia, stabilize the subcellular structure of lysosomes and mitochondria, reduce the release of lysosomes, and inhibit the production of arachidonic acid metabolites and the formation of shock factors. However, it is necessary to increase the dose of PHC in the treatment of shock. The dosage is 0.04 mg/kg, q12 h. After blood pressure returns to a normal range in 12 hours, the dosage reduces to once a day. The side effects need to be further studied, simultaneously with studies of PHC via intramuscular injection.

Application of PHC in central sedation
The postsynaptic membranes in the brain mainly contain M1 receptors and are mainly distributed in the cerebral cortex, striatum and brain stem reticular uplink activation system. Our results showed that PHC could induce central sedation through the following three mechanisms: 1) blocking the central M1 receptor, inhibiting arousal and its ether structure, and entering the blood–brain barrier easily; 2) inhibiting learning and memory activity, thus regulating the release of other inhibitory neurotransmitters in the central nervous system; and 3) inhibiting movement and weakening the excitability of the extrapyramidal system. The strong central anti-M1 receptor of PHC inhibits arousal, which makes it have a certain central sedative effect.
Other effects of PHC

PHC can reduce peripheral resistance, regulate autonomic nerve and stress responses, and has a protective effect on liver injury of cardiopulmonary bypass in rats; the effect is more obvious at a high dose. Classical anticholinergic drugs can be used in drug treatment. The central anticholinergic effect of PHC is stronger than that of classical anticholinergic drugs, and it has a central sedative effect which may be related to the curative effect of detoxification.

Conclusion

PHC has beneficial pharmacological actions, few side effects, and protective effects on multiple organs, indicating that it has an extensive potential clinical application value. Further study on its application for organ protection is warranted.
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